
Professional Home Pub Bar Darts Mat are used to protect your floor and ensure that you are
always at the right distance. Nevertheless, not every dart can pierce exactly where you want
it. Especially at the beginning, the error rate is still relatively high, so you will definitely throw
one or two arrows next to the board. In most cases, you can protect your wall with a catch
ring, but your floor is not spared if the arrows bounce off the dart board.
 
Such rebounds happen not only to beginners but also to the pro players in the world. When
an arrow hits another that is already on the board, it regularly happens that the arrow
"bounced" from the target. It is always a problem when you with steel darts throw on a
classic dartboard from sisal and the arrow bounced. The steel tip drills deep into the wooden
floor or provides a chip on the stone tile. The problem can be avoided with a dart mat or
carpet. For this reason, you will find the best dart mats in this article that will protect your
floor and have other advantages. Below is all the information for choosing Professional Home
Pub Bar Darts Mat.
 

Item Name Professional Home Pub Bar Darts Mat

Pile Material 270g/m2 Polyester

Backing Material 600g/m2 Latex

MOQ 1pc

Production Time 30-35days

Colors Without color limitation

Technics Loop pile, CMYK inkjet printing

Functions Perfect for indoor dart throwing exercise

 

 



 
Professional Home Pub Bar Darts Mat is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Which is very
nice if you also want to play darts outside. Professional Home Pub Bar Darts Mat will also be
preferred for cafes, tournaments and other events. The throw line is mounted so that you can
easily stand against it. This way you are always perfectly at the right distance. There are also
plenty of prints so you have enough choice for a nice and beautiful mat. We can also print
your design on the mat for you.


